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Statement on outcome of post 2019 AGM engagement 

  

At the 2019 AGM there were a significant minority of votes against the following resolutions:  

• Resolution 9; the re-election of Karl Sternberg, which received 74.70% of votes in favour; 
• Resolution 14; the authority to allot shares, which received 75.16% of votes in favour; and  
• Resolution 16; disapplication of pre-emption rights, which received 79.32% of votes in 

favour.   

  

The results of the vote were primarily driven by our single largest shareholder.  If these votes were 
excluded Resolution 9 would have passed by 94.5%, Resolution 14 by 94.6% and Resolution 16 by 

99.9%.  We engaged extensively with our major shareholder ahead of the meeting and agreed that 

our views in relation to these matters differ.  

We have continued to engage with significant dissenting shareholders following the meeting in 

order to provide further assurance over Karl’s ability to dedicate sufficient time to his duties and 
over our capital management policies.  The Board strongly supports the adoption of these 
resolutions and would highlight the following points: 

  

Resolution 9 - Re-election of Karl Sternberg 

The Board recognises the concerns which continue to be expressed regarding the number of Karl’s 

external board appointments.  As highlighted in our Annual Report these appointments are to 
listed investment trusts, which require substantially less time commitment than an operational 

listed company.  The Board strongly supports Karl’s re-election and highlight he has continually 

demonstrated his ability to devote sufficient time to the Company.   Karl is a highly effective and 
engaged member of the Board; he has a 100% attendance record at all Board and committee 
meetings, is very responsive to all Jupiter business and diligent in his review of Board 

materials.  Both the Board and senior management greatly value Karl ’s active contribution and the 
extensive industry experience he brings to the Company. 

  

Resolution 14 – Directors authority to allot shares and Resolution 16 - Disapplication of pre-
emption rights 

It is standard market practice for UK listed companies to retain these types of authority. The 
amounts sought by the Company under these resolutions are lower than the maximum 
recommended levels contained within the UK Investment Association's share capital management 

guidelines and prevailing voting guidelines of leading corporate governance agencies.   We 

understand shareholders’ concerns regarding potential dilution of their shareholdings but would 

highlight that the Company has not issued any additional shares since its flotation in 2010.   It 
retains these authorities to provide flexibility in the capital management of the Company and 
would only exercise these authorities if it were considered in the best interests of shareholders.  

  

 


